
Our SHOUT Team specializes in  
customized event printing and  
graphics for everything from weddings 
to baby showers, birthdays, and  
mitzvahs, to corporate events and 
more. And we love to help you stamp 
your mark on your next event. Leave 
it to our team to put together a custom 
floor with a personalized flare that’ll 
‘wow’ your guests!

From the New York metro area to  
Los Angeles, Philadelphia to Boston, 
Baltimore to Orlando, and Vegas to DC, 
our SHOUT team is here to help you 
elegantly brand your big day.

With over 25 years of experience  
behind us, we love sharing our  
expertise to make event experiences 
as unique as the customers we serve.

Meet Our SHOUT Team: 
The Graphics & Wrapping Company That Helps Add a Unique Twist to Event Décor

For customers new to SHOUT, we’re offering 10% off of 
your first custom order with us for any project amounting 

to $4,000 or more – including printing and installation! 

Contact Maxine at mhibbert@gotoshout.com  
today to redeem this offer.

Check out Our Custom Floors!  
Here are a few of our favorite custom floors! 

Get 10% off 
Your First Custom SHOUT Order!



Mirrored Acrylic Aisle 
This mirrored acrylic gives the space a dreamy, secret-garden-style 
feeling that pairs perfectly with the simple decor and well-lit venue.

All White Floor Wrap 
Our floors are a simple way to bring 
your space together, and this all-white 
dance floor is truly no exception!

**Acrylic products only available within certain markets.** 



Aisle Runner
Our aisle runners offer a unique take on 
floors for those couples who want to make 
their ceremony space all their own!

Foil 
A stately gold reflective floor with a  
custom monogram adds a personal  
touch to this breathtaking event space.

This monogrammed dance floor shines in  
every photo and enhances the ambiance  
of the venue with its glistening surface.



Fun and feminine florals 
decorate this outdoor 

venue’s dance floor and 
create a sense of light 
throughout the space.

White with Gold Foil Monogram
Monograms are a classic way to customize your event space, and 
when they’re on the dance floor they’re sure to turn heads!

Lovely Full Print Floors

This green leaf and black checker 
floor proves that dance floors can 
be anything but boring.

This henna-inspired dance floor 
features a full floor and a design 
that’s as colorful as it is beautiful.



Understated Cut-Decal Monogram
Simple and stunning, this full print with a monogram 
gives the dance floor a subtle personal touch.

Acrylic Floors
This red floral dance 
floor makes the most of 
the floral arrangement 
in the event space and 
pairs beautifully with 
the event space itself.

Romantic gold lettering adorns this 
unique dance floor and makes the 
event an evening to remember for 
the couple and guests alike.

Bold eye-catching florals and a 
reflective finish make this floral 
dance floor perfect for a one-of-a-
kind wedding.

**Acrylic products only available within certain markets.** 



Shining Cut-Decal Monogram and Border
This stunner with a gold foil border glistens  
gorgeously when it catches that venue’s lighting.

Graffiti Stairs
Don’t trip over yourself taking a look  

at this eye-catching graffiti-style stair!



Now That’s a Bar
Cool and colorful: This bar definitely sets the tone for the event 
and works well with the lighting and other event decor.

Acrylic Seating Chart
Look at that reflection! This gorgeous acrylic seating chart may 

cause a line of its own with guests snapping photos left and right!

**Acrylic products only available within certain markets.** 



Custom floors give your special  
occasions a gorgeous finishing touch. 
These dynamic decorations can  
transform a space and tie together 
seamlessly the design elements that 
adorn your event space.

Your dance floor, aisle, and other key 
spaces become eye-catching center-
pieces. They bring together everything 
from floral arrangements to lighting. 
 

They infuse your vision throughout  
the space with your chosen theme  
or color palette. Some of our  
favorite floors showcase our client’s 
personalities – from fun and funky 
to glamorous and timeless, our floors 
punctuate the narrative of your big day!

And, whether you opt for something 
on-trend or evergreen, our SHOUT 
Team has got you covered!

Here’s Why We Know You’ll Love Our Custom Floors

Let’s Connect!
Loving what you see?

We’re excited to hear from you.

Request a quote by emailing  
Maxine at mhibbert@gotoshout.com  

or give her a call at 908-255-8978.


